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 I awake from dreams, confused and disoriented to my surroundings, until reality grabs hold 

and the subtle brilliance of dawn leaking through metal blinds prompts to my imprisoned 

station in life. I search for anything recognizable, such as a personal possession, only to be 

reminded of the captivity that is the same bed, room and state of physical decline binding me 

to this hellish facility. 

 I do not hold my family blame for placement here. It is by my own choice these 

circumstances are what they are. Hospice, I think they call it.  

 I found the news of my terminal condition quite ho-hum when first informed. Experts in 

starched white coats offered opportunities for exploratory surgeries, medicines and the such, 

but I was of the opinion that ninety years was quite long enough for any life. Unable to manage 

the burdens that gather with a man in my condition, my daughter, God bless her, made the 

only reasonable decision she could.  

 As I suspect my fellow residents also agree, I wish death had left its calling card previous to 

admittance here. Every man’s preference is to expel his last breath at the time of his own 

choosing, in his own home, surrounded by his own possessions. My possessions, however, have 

long since vanished – auctioned off, donated or passed on to what family remains. If I’d the 

strength to climb out of this crib of a bed, I’d find the nearest railroad track and let a humming 

freighter do the job for me. My time will come …in this bed, in this room. 



 I’m a railroad man, by trade. At least that’s how I described my craft in life, just as my Papa 

before me, and his before him. My grandfather was on site in Promontory, Utah, 1869, when 

men from all points on the globe witnessed the driving of the golden spike connecting the first 

transcontinental railway. Many an immigrant slaved and died constructing that world wonder. 

To my father’s great fortune, his father lived to return to his native soil to tell the tale.  

 Truth be told, I ascended to a level in life my father’s dreams never allowed him or that his 

times permitted – high school, college, graduate school. Though my title was chief engineer, it 

referenced engineering in its truest sense – I designed and built locomotives – I did not set the 

tracks, drive the spikes, or steer the great iron horses, like Papa. When I retired, my wife and I 

managed to parlay our many years of hard labor to consummate a shared dream -  establish a 

food bank to assist the areas underserved, by providing fresh, locally produced vegetables and 

fruit, including apples of every size and color.  

 Since entering this facility – a perfect breeding ground for bemoaning one’s past - I’ve 

relived my life many times over, at least as much of it as I’m able to recall. I seem to extract 

with greater accuracy events nearer my youth than those of recent happening. Retrospection 

seems as natural to me now as blinking. Not that settling past conflicts will suspend what ails 

me, delay the inevitable, or even bring forth everlasting peace. Ultimately, each man lets slip 

with his last breath something unresolved. I believe most would prefer to pass into what lies 

beyond having settled as many internal accounts and past regrets as is possible. 

  I’m blessed to have lived life full enough to have at least a couple regrets, as I believe a 

life without a few is not a life lived at all. I’m equally blessed to have settled most of those 

accounts in full. However, as I await God’s call, my conscience regurgitates a single event where 



a balance remains, and most likely destined for past-due status for eternity. Despite the 

memory having attached to me as cancer has to my brain, I’ve been unable to find remedy for 

it.    

 My retrospection these days center mostly on a face – a face on a train - that passed 

through Papa’s station when I was but a lad. The vision haunts in dreams fractured by time and 

fact, waking me from sleep that is agitated at best. I relive that moment in 1939 as if time has 

stopped. 

 Though that experience consumes most of my waking hours, I do receive relief every other 

day in the form of a special visitor who refuses to allow my age to become a limiting factor or 

forgetfulness to hinder entertainment. My granddaughter, Maddie, is a carbon copy of her 

mother. She has an uncanny introspection and inquisitiveness about her that forces 

thoroughness in the stories I care to share. She’s smart, gentle, and stubborn, and is one of few 

who can solicit a smile from my aged face just by entering the room. Spending time with her is 

like taking a trip to the carnival where a ticket to every ride is free.  

 Maddie also offers an opportunity to ease the burden that has settled in my soul – an 

opportunity to concede my regrets and pass along knowledge, in hopes she can live a fuller, 

richer life. I’d never shared the story of the face on the train with my wife, daughter – anyone – 

until I shared it with her.  

 My Maddie rushed through the door this evening and threw her arms about my neck, kissed 

me, then hopped over the rail and onto the bed next to me. My throat tightened and brow 

moistened as I churned through my memory to recall her name. Those are the moments that 

draw tears from an old man’s eyes when no one is watching, and a failure that has 



substantiated my desires to move on to the next chapter. My daughter knows my deficit well, 

and for my benefit, reminds, “Maddie, be careful of Grandpa’s IV.” 

 Maddie appears quite the young woman to me now. I do worry the burden of my 

predicament may be too heavy to place upon such a young, beautiful mind, but her maturity 

projects far beyond what one would expect of a child her age. I dare say I’d outlive them all, if 

only they’d the proper resources to inject her sparkle into my veins. She’s very good medicine.  

 Though I enjoy her smile and youthful exuberance, I appreciate most her genuine and 

persistent attention when I describe the days of my youth and native land. 

 To no one’s surprise, Maddie requested her Grandpa tell a story. It’s as routine now in my 

daily life as a sponge bath. I contemplated sharing with her how it was I came to purchase my 

first horse, but knowing my days were waning, I opened my soul and delivered that story of the 

face on a train. And so it began … 

 I could not detail that event without painting an accurate picture of Papa. 

 “My Papa was a worn, beaten down man, in those days,” I started, “not the young, vibrant 

hopeful I recalled from my earliest days. I still picture in my mind, in vivid detail, the scars and 

wrinkles forged upon his face, both time stamps suited for a man far beyond his years, but 

produced, nonetheless, by the worst of times. His shoulders had grown rounded, his back 

hunched and his hands blistered from years of laying rail and working on the big locomotives 

that passed through his station.” 

 Maddie stared wide-eyed. I reached out to touch the side of her face. 



 “My Papa lived his life in a very small box, forced by men forcing the world into the same. 

He spent every waking hour attempting to survive one minute to the next, trying to protect his 

family from the crimes of a world gone mad.” 

 I’d shared with Maddie before – at least my mind convinced of it – details of her 

grandfather’s life, how he was a laborer, a grease man, by trade. He laid track with his bare 

hands and worked to ensure the iron horses functioned as the finest timepiece. In those early 

days, when a train entered the station, Papa’s job was to inspect it for signs of wear or 

malfunction. He checked the drive wheels, equalizing beams, leaf springs, coupling and piston 

rods. He would inspect each car’s hitch coupler and brake hose. I would trail behind toting 

grease-stained rags and an oil can nearly as tall as I was. The smell of coal, grease, gear oil, and 

steam, was to me as a bouquet of freshly picked flowers was to others.  

 “I marveled at the massive machines,” I expressed, “and Papa’s skill at ensuring their 

function. My lot in life sealed the moment I first set foot upon those tracks.” 

 My experience began, I told her, one glorious day in early spring, when the corn poppy’s 

were just finding their way through dirt still chilled to the touch, and the sun managed its trek 

across the sky unimpeded by the first cloud. Papa had completed greasing a drive piston and 

requested I return a box of tools to his office situated at the far corner of the depot - a mere 

ten paces or so from track number one.  

 I entered the office and immediately dug a set of homemade cloth earplugs deep from 

within my ears – a non-negotiable demand of Papa’s whenever I entered the yard. After having 

plucked an apple from a large bowl situated on the corner of Papa’s desk, I settled into a 

spindled chair fronting a large picture window facing the tracks.  



 “I love apples,” Maddie interrupted, “especially the small green ones.” 

 “Your grandfather adored apples,” I said. “He was as addicted to them as many men were 

to cigarettes or ale. I rarely remember seeing him without one in his hand. That’s probably why 

you enjoy them so much – it’s in your blood.” 

 Believing I’d earned a well-deserved break – I continued - I leaned back in the chair to enjoy 

my apple.  

 “One did not need a visual to know when a train was pulling into the station. The ground 

rumbled underfoot, the old depot shook and shimmied, sending dust raining from the rafters, 

until the big engines came to a full rest,” I said, grabbing then shaking Maddie’s shoulders. “I 

watched as a long one approached on track three.”   

 The train appeared much like most passing through in those days, hauling cattle car after 

cattle car with not the first critter exiting or boarding. However, this number included a single 

passenger car – albeit watered down from its original glory - situated first in line behind the 

coal car. 

 “And then I saw her,” I said. Maddie resituated on the bed. With her attention at full 

throttle, she settled upright onto her knees. 

 “Saw who?” she asked. 

 “That face on the train,” I said. 

 With a final burst of steam pushing from the undercarriage, the train came to rest directly in 

front of Papa’s window. I looked up and saw a young girl very near to my age staring through a 

window at the back of the car.   



 The last remnant of sunlight hovering above the depot cast a golden glow upon her face, 

highlighting auburn colored hair, cut just above her shoulders and parted to the side, with a 

swoop falling gentle above her brow.  

 “I nearly let slip that apple from my fingers,” I said. “I found myself unable to take my eyes 

off her. I could tell she was lovely, despite the distance between us.”   

 Caught in a daze, unaware, I took a bite of apple. As I did, the young girl mimicked the 

action of me bringing the fruit to my mouth. Once my mind caught up to what my eyes 

revealed, I nibbled away a second bite. She repeated the motion. I set the apple on my knee 

and waived. We traded stares before she raised her hand and placed it against the glass. Was 

she waiving? Was she motioning for something? Was she wanting to reach out and touch me?  

 A bold personality I was not in those days, as I’d fallen but an inch from where my father 

had dropped when he fell from the tree. Regardless of my hesitant nature, I had to know this 

girl. I raced across Papa’s office, retrieved an old leather mailbag draped over the back of his 

desk chair and stuffed it full of his apples. 

 I opened the door to the office, peeked around both corners to make certain the coast was 

clear then shot from the depot to the platform. I hopped across track one, then track two, 

ducked under the passenger car coupling, and raced up a set of metal rungs leading to a sliding 

door. 

 The heavy frame, attached to aged runners and rusted rollers, required more than a casual 

effort to open. With the strap of the bag slicing at my neck, I gripped the door with both hands 

and slid it open. The action caused an awkward spill through the doorway, and my cheeks 



turning three shades of crimson. Upon coming upright, my eyes melded with the stares of the 

occupants - a car packed full of young girls – some holding tight to infants.  

 The children huddled close together as if seeking protection, but soon released from each 

other’s arms upon noticing my meager stature and bag of apples. I searched the car for that 

lovely face. I spotted her sitting on a small bench in the very back, gazing through the window 

as if no one had entered the car at all.  

 The children stared upon me as ghosts with sunken eyes. Their skin was gray and shrunk 

tight to their faces. I pulled an apple, which drew every pupil, and passed it to a girl within my 

reach. Though hesitant, she accepted the fruit, took a cautious bite then passed it off to a little 

one next to her. Others began reaching for the bag. Their hands, bony and scarred, trembled 

with anticipation. I walked the center aisle, passing out fruit as quickly as I could grab it. It was 

not long before the apples were consumed – stems and all. 

 As I neared the young girl at the back of the car, she turned. Our eyes locked and my 

progress forward stalled. Her eyes were the bluest shade of blue I’d ever seen, and sparkled 

with a brilliant magnificence – like that of the morning sun or a sprawling, mid-summer 

rainbow.  

 I perched on the corner of a bench opposite and re-draped the mailbag around my neck. 

Her gaze soon wandered to the apple resting in my palm. Without hesitation, I extended it 

before her. She smiled and accepted. I knew she was hungry, I could see it in her eyes, yet after 

three modest bites, she passed it off to a much younger girl sitting on the floor in front of her. 

Within seconds, the apple was gone. I wondered how hungry one must be to eat the core and 

seeds. 



 “My name is Jarek,” I said, extending a hand toward her. Rather than accepting, she shied 

away, settling her slight frame against the window. She looked frightened, untrusting.  

 “My Papa works on the trains when they pull into the station,” I said. “I help him when I’m 

not in school.” 

 “’Where are you from?” I asked. She shook her head. 

 “Where are you going?” She shrugged her shoulders. 

 “Are you alone?” She nodded then turned to the window. 

 “Where are your parents?” No response.  

 “What is your name?” Nothing. 

 I watched her watching the world beyond the window. Her clothes were a mess, ragged, 

moth-holed, and undersized. She wore a flower-patterned blouse under a dingy sweater, with a 

black bow tied taught around her neck. A thin, striped skirt fell just past her knees. I spotted 

bruising running perpendicular to her calf, as if she’d been struck from behind with a whip or 

switch.  

 A strong urge to comfort her overcame my senses. I imagined placing my hand atop her 

shoulder and her settling her head against it, confirming desire of my friendship and protection. 

I did not have it in me to launch such heroics. I, instead, settled my chin into the palm of my 

hand and stared - admiring the loveliness I could see through her disheveled appearance.  

 Her valuation grew intense of the goings on in the train yard. She seemed to study each 

person as if never having known herself the freedom they enjoyed. At one point, she brought 

the tip of a finger against the windowpane and began tapping methodically, whispering to 

herself as if counting the men standing on the platform.  



 Confident her preoccupation would render any attempt for conversation futile, and 

concluding her only interest in me was the apple, I wished her a safe and happy journey. As I 

made a move from off the bench, she surprised me with a quick turn and a pat atop the 

position next to her. I hesitated, but obliged, as she nodded approval of my company. 

 The bench was narrow and meant for one. As I pressed against her frame, I could feel the 

fragileness of her body. She could not have weighed forty pounds. A seeming eternity passed 

without a word spoken between us. I looked about the car, studying the occupants, puzzling at 

the lack of luggage. She gawked out the window at nothing in particular.  

 As each passing second gained in awkward discomfort, and my determination boiling to 

draw something – anything – from her lips, I turned to her and cleared my throat to speak. She 

turned in anticipation of some grand, monumental statement, only to watch my shy eyes drift 

from her smile to the wood slats underfoot. Embarrassment flushed my cheeks to a hue equal 

to the skin of Papa’s apples. 

 A moment later, time and tide stopped. The breath from my chest drew through my lungs 

as if sucked by a siphon, my brow exploded with droplets, and my ears began to roast. Perhaps 

toying with my reticence or desperate attempt for a momentary bond, she placed her delicate 

hand into mine, spread my fingers, then slipped hers through. The fit was perfect. So much so, 

that once her hand stopped shaking, I felt as if nothing at all had encroached upon the space. I 

did not turn to face her, as my every sense fixated on slowing the flow of perspiration and my 

heart from beating through my chest. I had never held a girl’s hand before, or sat that close to 

one that was not my sister. I had never held or touched anything so gentile or fragile.  



 The girl then leaned into me and settled her head against my shoulder. A faint scent of 

flowers persisted, but I could not identify the species.   

 No words exchanged during that precious moment. I simply allowed her to draw from me 

what it was she needed - maybe someone to hold her, someone to care about her for a few 

moments. Whatever it was, I did not deny her desires. 

 A single blast of the train’s whistle alerted of its readied state. I closed my eyes and shook 

my head. I did not want this moment to end. The little girl expelled a sniffle then released my 

hand. I turned to her. 

 “Where are you going?” She shook her head. Tears trickled down her cheeks.  

 The car’s coupling hook popped. The train inched forward. 

 “Where are they taking you,” I demanded. She said nothing.  

 Our eyes locked when my pleas fell silent. As I prepared to leave her side, she leaned in and 

placed her lips to mine. Her kiss was gentle and bursting with affection. When she released, I 

felt as if something severed from my body, from the very core of my soul.  

 Another blast of the train’s whistle forced me from off the bench. I stood then turned. My 

friend had nestled against the window and turned her attention to the world she was leaving 

behind. 

 I hurried through the car, down the metal rung stairs, and leapt atop the coupler then 

jumped to safety. I scurried in front of another train pulling into the station on track two, 

hopped track one, then ran as fast as I could for Papa’s office.  



 Returning to the window, I caught a final glimpse of her. She raised her hand and pressed it 

against the car window. I returned the gesture just as the steam engine on track two cut across 

my sightline. In an instant, the face on the train was gone. 

  I patted Maddie’s thigh to signal the end of a story that had taken shape so many years 

ago. She did not budge. Her eyes fixated upon me and I could see the gears spinning in her 

mind. I sunk deep into my pillow, knowing the story was much less, not more. 

  The human mind is the most amazing and complicated feature at our mortal disposals, and 

if left to its own devices, can direct and convince fiction over fact, innocently and with ease. I so 

badly wanted that moment with that little girl to be just as I’d described it to my 

granddaughter. When alone or pulling from a dream, I’m sometimes convinced it happened just 

as I’d recited.  

 But remorse, regret and reality soon kick in, revealing otherwise.  

 “I did exchange glances and gestures with that beautiful little girl,” I told Maddie, pulling her 

against my chest. “She touched her hand to her window and I to mine, but I never moved from 

the chair in Papa’s office. I never loaded those apples in the mailbag, I never entered that car, I 

never felt her hand in mine, or her lips against my own. I sat at the window, stared at the face 

on the train, and did nothing.” 

 “Why not, Grandpa?” Maddie asked. “Why didn’t you go to her?” 

 “Because it was 1939. No one could do anything, not even Papa. Anyone caught going near 

those trains in those days where shot.” 

 Maddie gasped. She sprung back to stare deep into my eyes. 



 “Back then, our small, Polish borough transformed from a quiet community of farmers and 

tradesmen, to hostages of the Third Reich – the German Army,” I explained. 

 I described to Maddie the times we faced, the world at war, and what it was like to be 

prisoners in our town, on our own soil.  

 “It was a time of war and we were not allowed to approach those trains,” I said. 

 Maddie cocked her head as a young pup does at a strange sound. She did not understand, 

and I could not explain it further without taking her on a journey I was certain she was not yet 

ready to travel. 

 I took her hand in mine. “What I want you to remember is how important it is to reach out 

and help people when you can. Be a champion for those who cannot help themselves or defend 

themselves from others. There’s nothing more important you can do than to give of yourself to 

someone in need – no matter the circumstance. You’ll have a thousand chances every day to 

change someone’s life for the better, perform a simple, random act of kindness. You just have 

to have the courage and observance to do so. I regret not going to that girl. Promise me you’ll 

always protect those who cannot protect themselves.” 

 Maddie smiled that infectious smile. “I promise Grandpa,” she said. “I promise.” 

 Our visit was shorter than usual, as Maddie was off to spend the night with one of her 

friends. She hugged me tight and hopped from the bed, looking over her shoulder upon 

reaching the doorway, as if to suggest I’d not satisfied her craving for knowledge. I wondered if 

that was to be our final moment. 

 I could have told Maddie the truth about that face on the train, and where she was headed, 

but knew somewhere in her near future, in some world history class, she’d learn for herself. I 



could not bear the thought to tell her what cargo was stowed in those cattle cars or that Papa’s 

train station was the last stop for millions whose final solution was Auschwitz. 

 The depot was crawling with SS that day, as more than sixty trains passed through the 

station. Each cattle car was boarded up tight and secured with heavy chain. Before I was old 

enough to help Papa on the tracks, I would sit in his office and count the cars as they passed, 

unaware of their cargo or the train’s destination. It was a youthful game to me …then.  

 Although I was fully aware of the war, our occupation by enemy forces, and that those 

guarding the station were of the most detestable ilk, I was oblivious to the cargo passing 

through. As my adolescent years approached and I grew wise to the reality of that barbarous 

and inhumane time, my mind awoke to the many dots I could never quite connect – why Papa 

made me wear earplugs, why the car doors were chained, why German soldiers swarmed the 

tracks.  

 To my dying breath, I’ll see the shadow of that little girl’s face, her blue eyes and auburn 

hair, and feel my heart splinter and throat tighten, as would a rope suspending a convicted 

man. I ruminate her final moment and the final moment of every child in that car. Were they 

disposed of immediately upon arrival, promised a shower only to be systematically gassed, 

mercilessly shot, or left to suffer a slow, starvation of a death? My mind squirms to 

comprehend the brutality and madness of it all, the utter fear she must have felt, and confusion 

as to what had happened to the world she knew. 

 By middle March, 1942, very near the time I was enlightened to the cargo stuffed inside 

those cattle cars, traffic at the station had become such that Papa forbade me to return. It was 

not a conversation we had to have twice.  



 Once the war concluded, having endured the utter destruction of my homeland and the 

stench of war clinging to my person, I bid my family farewell, and in the footprints of my 

grandfather, set sail to find my fortune in America. I returned to my homeland but once - many 

years later – to bury my father and bring my Momma home to live with me. 

 Papa died much too young. Though I felt blessed to be by his side as he breathed his last, 

my heart ached over the tragic manner with which he passed. His mind and soul had grown 

tormented in his final days, as he struggled to cope with the guilt of what transpired on those 

tracks, and the victims whose very mode of transportation he made certain would reach its 

destination. He blamed himself for the deaths of millions – unfairly so - and with his final words, 

begged his family’s forgiveness and requested I avenge his sins by never turning my back on 

someone in need. 

 What Papa died not knowing was that his final plea and request of me had long since been 

secured, and unknowingly so, by a face  – a face on train – who’s fleeting glance changed one 

man’s life for eternity.  

-End- 


